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Stage 3 –Term 3 Week 3 – Literacy Activities 
Book: Paper Bag Princess by Robert Munsch 

 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Activities Listening to a Story – 
Paper Bag Princess 
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=Pm7AUymn
6WE 
Speaking & Listening 
Activity 
Complete these 
sentences: 
- My favourite part in 
The Paper Bag Princess 
is when …... 
- because …... 
- My favourite character 
was …. 
- because …... 
Post or create a voice 
note of your answers 
on TEAMS 
Vocabulary 
Use a dictionary to find 

Listening to a Story –
Paper Bag Princess 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=Pm7AUymn6WE 
Comprehension 
Character traits are ways to 
describe what a person is 
like. Choose 4 words from 
the below table to describe 
Princess Elizabeth. Draw a 
picture of Elizabeth to show 
one of these traits. 

brave confident 
clever sneaky 
lazy fierce 
cruel  

Upload your answers and 
picture to TEAMS 
Grammar 
From the box below, 
write/type the nouns in red, 
the adjectives in blue and 
the verbs in yellow. 

Paper Bag Princess 
Comprehension 
Who are the main 
characters? 
What was the problem 
in the story? 
Why did Elizabeth 
have to wear a paper 
bag? 
Do you think Ronald is 
a nice person? Why? 
Upload your answers 
to TEAMS 
Writing  
Write a description of 
what the dragon looks 
like – include colour, 
size and features that 
stand out. 
 
Write a description of 
what the dragon does. 

Paper Bag Princess 
Writing  
If you were trapped in a 
castle, what would you 
do to escape? How 
would you escape?  
 
Upload your creative 
writing to TEAMS 
 
Comprehension 
We will now look at the 
physical characteristics 
of the dragon. Physical 
characteristics describe 
what someone looks 
like. Choose 4 words 
from the below table to 
describe the dragon.  

blue little 
fluffy scaly 
green tall 

Drama 
Create puppets of the 
dragon, prince and 
princess. Create a 
piece of drama from a 
part of the book. Act 
out a section of the 
book using your 
puppets. 

 
Upload a picture of 
your puppets to 
TEAMS. We would 
love to see a video of 
your drama uploaded 
to TEAMS. 
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 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

the meaning of the 
words below. 

expensive chase 
fierce forests 
ashes Princess 

Write the meanings 
and post on TEAMS. 

Remember: 
- Nouns are people, place 
or things 
- Adjectives are describing 
words 
- Verbs are doing words 

paper large princess 
nose eat expensive 
smart fifty smashed 
prince bag looked 
dragon carry Elizabeth 
 blow smel

l 
beautiful 

Upload your answers to 
TEAMS 

 
Upload your writing 
to TEAMS 
 

long tail furry 

Upload your answers 
and picture to TEAMS 

 


